Make an argument that God exists without using the Bible

In this world have some many life, such as human being, dog, tiger, and cat, etc. Then, here is a question, where those lives from, it is a hard question. But, this world must have a creator to create those things because of those lives can not just from empty.

Sheep and wolf are social animals, they need a leader to lead them to survival. Such as human being, there must have a person leading human men, because the human has the lowest body ability in the world, not stronger than tiger, or faster than the leopard. So how the human can stand on the top in the world. It definitely has a powerful man to protect us, and that is God. He is the only person have that qualification to protect us because He created this world.

Most people all know Darwin's theory of evolution, he says human is from the monkey, not God. it is good explained where those animals or human being from. But according to the current archaeological evidence and other scientific research, the theory of evolution cannot prove or explain the ability of organisms to evolve across races, and it cannot good explain where the first life form. Then, only the theory of God is more make senses. Because science is very limited, it can not prove everything. The end of science should be theology. When humans can prove theology, then humans called
Science. Science is built on evidence, and human's knowledge is also very limited. So human need time to find their many answers by themself.

Many scientists think God does not exist because they could not find the evidence to prove it. That is not reasons to say God does not exist. Because of a long time ago, Human being 's ancestor used wood to make fire, but now human can use gas to make fire. Also, we can ride the plane to go anywhere in the world. Time can prove everything, cannot find Him currently, not mean He does exist. With time human will find their creator one day.
What are things we cannot understand about God? If we can't understand it, does that mean it is not true? Explain.

Many things humans cannot understand God. He has created this world, He knows everything. But, human always doesn't believe God because human is greedy, they want to have the same power as God. That's why they always doing wrong things.

In Genesis 2:7-25, God commanded Adam, saying, You can eat the fruit of every tree in the garden at will. But you will not allow eating the fruit of the tree of good and evil, for the day you eat it will surely die. But the snake said to Adam, "if human eat the fruits, the human will have power as God." But it is obviously wrong. Human beings have the right to live with God and have eternal life. However, because of sin, death enters the world. This is God's warning. It is not wrong. This is an example to prove God always is right, He does anything has his own reasons. Because human could not understand God, then human lost their original right.

Eve and Adam was exposed to the knowledge of good and evil, but Eve and Adam did not have the ability to correctly view good and evil, and to distinguish between good and evil, so God retained this part of knowledge out of love for people, and God already told them the consequences of evil, the only reason is they did not withstand the temptation of snakes.
Parents always love their child, for example, If parents own child when the child is not able to distinguish, will the parents let him contact pornography, violence, hatred and so on very early? It is good to be able to distinguish between good and evil, but is it not often that human beings are confused about good and evil?

People only know about good and evil, but they cannot resist evil. If people live in evil forever and accumulate it now, I am afraid the world is not like this. That's why God is God, people can not always understand what He does. If the human can understand Him, then what human difference between God. So the human cannot understand God, it does not mean it is not true. On the opposite, it is true, He is always is right because the human can not smarter than God.